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Protecting Your Club from Price Increases
The New Year will no doubt bring change to the club industry, some welcome and some not so appealing.
What most club owners want to know is how those changes could affect their bottom lines. While we don’t know what change the new year
and new decade will bring, one thing we see, as insurance professionals, is that the market for club insurance is tightening.
Though this could lead to higher insurance cost for some, there are
steps club owners can take to keep their costs in line as the market adjusts.
A CHANGING MARKETPLACE
The fact is commercial insurance buyers will face sizeable price increases across the board across most lines of insurance, and this will
impact policyholder pricing for a variety of business sectors. What is
causing the sudden market change? Several factors are turning the
market in both coverage availability and pricing.
A recent report published by the leading trade association for agents,
brokers and carriers cited the most notable reasons for the tightening in
the marketplace – a combination of persistently low interest rates dampening insurer returns on investment portfolios combined with extreme
catastrophic weather and wildfires, which have had a compounding effect on both insurer and reinsurer results since 2017.
Some of the compounding factors to the club industry are having
extreme effects on property and liability lines of business. Golf courses
and their surrounding facilities are experiencing property damage
caused by wildfire, freezing and overexposure to windstorms.
As a result, insurance underwriters in this specialty business have
taken a beating and no longer possess appetites to provide extended
coverages and low deductible limits. This mini-hard market could produce rate increases of 15 percent or more for policyholders with light
loss histories, to 100 percent for more challenged policyholders with
poor loss histories.
Liability policies are also headed for change. According to insurance
broker Willis Towers Watson’s 2020 Insurance Marketplace Realities, a
seller’s market is expected to move the insurance pricing models on 19
lines of business.
Social inflation is the main driver of pricing in the liability marketplace. Clubs and other businesses tend to be held accountable for
social ills involving members and their guests. As a result, key liability
coverages are being restricted and, in some cases, excluded from numerous carriers serving the club industry.
At the same time, policies related to directors and officers and employment practices coverage, which encompasses sexual harassment
and wrongful termination, will become more difficult to come by. Other
areas to feel the effects of the market tightening include exposures in
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the cyber market where ransomware incidents are
increasing dramatically.
Pricing adjustments will also be substantial in
terms of umbrella liability coverage, where the
marketplace will experience a reduction of available limits and elimination of extended protection for employment practices and sexual abuse
and molestation to third parties.
WHAT CAN CLUB OWNERS DO?
To protect their businesses from a sharp hike
in insurance rates, claims-related costs and limited coverage options, club owners should focus
on the risk management aspects of their operations. In other words, they should be thinking
about what they can do to mitigate some of their
risk exposures.
For example, club owners can mitigate their
risk exposures by keeping a close eye on the
premises they occupy and by implementing
quality employee training. Club management
should be vigilant in overseeing operations and
hold their supervisory staff accountable for their
actions. We are in a quick-paced, changing legal
environment wherein the expectations of club
members and employees are more self-oriented
than in the past.
Additionally, club owners should work closely
with advisors and take advantage of user-friendly
analytical tools to assist with decision-making to
reduce risk exposure and differentiate the club in
the marketplace. Clubs need to continue investing in risk control measures. The least expensive
loss is the one avoided!
All in all, 2020 will be a changing market
wherein the number of accessible carriers serving the club industry will be fewer in number
than have existed during the past 10 years.
Though the changing market could present
higher rates and more limited coverage options,
it also presents the opportunity for club owners
to conduct their own risk management assessments, find ways to mitigate risk exposures and
to gain some control over rising costs. BR

